
BOOK REVIEWS

PROCEEDINGS oF THE IMA-rAGOD MEETINGS '20 rMA voLUM4 edited by
Y. Takerchi,^Special Paper No-. r" Minerarogical society of Japan (19zlt'301 paeei
1'_p"p_".t,,4u. abstracts, procedings of seventh meeting, $24.00 (Asahi Evening News,
CPO Box 555, Tokyo, Iapan).

This IMA volume is one of three which cover the joint procedings of the Seventh
General Meeting of the Intemationar Mineralogical AsiociatiL rurrraj 

""a 
*" ruoa

General .Meetqs of the Lrternational fusocia'tion of the Genesis of ore Deposits
(IAGOD) which were hel"d r1_fo!ro, Iapan, in fSiO. The other two records are the JointSymposirmr volume and the lAcob'vol'ume.

P?pg* presented at two symposia : "Progress of Cosmic Mineralogy', and ..Mechan-
ism of Grovrth and Phase Transition of Minerals", as well as thoJe delivered in an
open General session of- the IMA meetings 

"te 
prrblirhud in this volume. All papers

and abstracts are in English

. Tte symposium "Progr-ess of cosmic Mineralogy'' was introduced by D.p. Grigoriev
who presented the first of three papers in which he-outlined the progress and trenls for
tlds "nexr branrch of sciencd'. The two remaining papers and t o'abrtr""tr were con-
cemed witl th9 stuf4 of Apollo 7l and 12 lunai material. Edwin Roedder,s paper on
the. -crystallization of lunar glasses is followed by a study (L Kushiro, y. Nal<amura &
S. Akimotq)- on the petr-ology and mineralogy of Apollo 12 crystalline ro"t". p.f. Stumpfl
* FS.q.-Gib!,-g m abstract, outlined thJ'basic differences"in ore-mineralogy between
Apollo 11 and 12 material-and presented some elecfron microprobe data. The'iemaining
abstract (RG.J. strens & B.I. wood) gives the results o,f oprirn*t"i studie on the
crystallization o,f silica and olivin+normative glasses which ,.p."r*i th" e*ueme, of
the composition mnge reported for the crystalline and vesicular Apollo ll rocks,

The second symposium 'Mechanism of Grovmh and phase Transition of Minerals',
consists o'f eighteen papers and -an introduction by R. Kem. The most extensively treated
subjects are traruformation and crystal morphology.

Transfonnations of sheet silicates and clays are discussed in four papers, G.w.
Pre{Ly discusses dehydroxylation of diotahedral hydrous layer silicates, y. i'akeuchi &
!!. !"cl crovers slip mechanisms of octahedral sheets and fotytypi" changes of micaq
v. Franl-Kamanetzky, N. -Kotov, E. Goilo & G. Klotchtova 

-ga"e 
. pap.t 

-ott 
stnrctural

transfomrations o[ some clay minerals under pressure in hydrothermj mnditions, and
thermal transforraatioru of montrnorillonites in acid clays qrere investigated by H.
Takes.hi &-Y. uno. Papers on transformations in pyrrhotite (H. Nakazawa=& N. Mori-
moto) and in germanate,feldspar (N. Kinomwa, S. Ueaa,'M. Shimada, S. Kume &
M. Inizumi) are also included.

, orientated crystal growth was the- subject of five papers: sphalerite in chalcopyrite
(Y. Aoki) ; NNoe and LiNos on carbonates (J. Iniquez, F. Arrese, M.T. Marttn pritino
& ]ulio Rodriguez) ; native gold crystals 1wv. retrovskalal ! sorne silicate minerals
qrder high.plessure JH.. Takubq s. Kume & M. Koizrmrii, ;d the growtl condition
of a natural diamond (ll Komatsu & A.R Lang).

TFg_ pgpqs. aeal more specifically with nuclearion : galena and phlogopite (L Srma-
gawa & Y. Endo), grystal]i4tion in glass (s. Kakitani) and cadmium ioaae (s. rita-
zawa, r. Srmagawa & Y, Errdo). Two papers on mineial syntheses were also included,
one on idocrase (J. Ito & J.E. Arem), the other on quarz and clay mineral formation
at low temperatures (II. Harrder).

Two abstracts rormd out this symposiurn, one on dislocation saudures in gamets
(H. Carstens) and t-he ot^her on the synthesls and structures of alkaline earth meta-
silicates and metagermanates (C.T. Previtt & R.D. Shannon).
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The General Sessiorq the third section of this volume, contains nineteen papers

whi"h tu"i 
" ""riuty 

ol iopics including descriptive mineralogy, structural anil toctural

features in minerals, crystal- chemistry and phase relations, and paragenesis.

six papers are devoted to descriptions of minerals from specific- occurrences. one

dscribes'a'new mineral bidealrxite 1S,e. Wittiams) ; the rernaining five-in-clude studies

J py."r*ur from the Cottian etpi (4. Mottana), jadgite-from Orni-Kotaki" [apan

G.'bhihara), livingstonite (T. Waianate, A. Kato & T. Suzuli), !{4'ittft: 
(T' Mat-

sut,ma) 
"ni"dio"t"fr"d.al 

chlorite (N. fuiii, T. Omori & I. Itrdmki) fro,rn the Matsuoo

f*"t"t! *a Sni"yo Mines, respeciively, in Japan. X-ray difiraction was used to study

th;;hy -1"*"b6'of Dinantian limestonei iesidues (I.T!t-g-& P' Bourquignon)'

and with electron microscopy to study copper silicate minerals @.q.-Yan,9stowycl-
Gasturhe & ch. Gregoire).'A soft ,-r""y ri"ay of olivine was described by Y. Krroda &

Y. Iguchi.
Three papers deal with sffuctural and textural features in minerals; microtexfirres

of r.hltl"t iuidrpgr (G. Shibuya), microstructures, reflectivity- and. microhardness of

sphalerites and galenas (Dino di Corbertaldo & Adriana Vaghetti) and cleavage m
pyrite (AN. Mariano & R.M. Beger).

Crystal chemistry is the subject of two papers : a classiflcation of the spinel group

frorn ,ritra-basic rocks (M. Zhelyazkova-Panayi:ova) and ideal solid solutions of alkali

earr-h elements in silicaies (J. Rorx, M. Volfinger, M. Lagache, J.T. Iiyama, G. Sabatier
& J. Wyart). Blue-remaining *n"ilit" and iti relation to phases in the sulphur-riclt
portio"r Lf th" 

".pp"r-sulphui 
system at low temperatures were examined by G.H. Moh,

while phase relationships between secondary minerals associated with Permian volcanic

rocks were investigated by B. Nashar & A.C. Purvis.

The tlree remaining papers in the General Session include an examination of

ilifierentiation and metaiornaiism within a Carboniferous spilite - keratophyre suite
(R.D. Morton & D.G.W. Smith)" a study ol authigenic minerals in spilitic-basaps (I4.

Stri*"^), and a paper by D.I. 
"Schneer 

which atlemps to correlate crystal form with

lattice type, spaae-group and chemical mmposition.

Some of the abstracts at the end of this volume would have been welcomed by the
reader as full texts in the General Session, However, the reh.rctance of sorne authors to
publish in symposium volumes is generally recognized. They prefer inst-eacl to try for
a wider circulation through current joumals and, as a result, the editor Of a symposium
volume such as this IMA issue is often not able to include the more select papers.

This IMA volume sufiers the same, perhaps unavoidable, shortcomings of its p-re-

decessors. Seventeen months separates 
-its 

publication from tlle deadline (December

1969) for abstracts submitted ior the meetings. One is immediately a'ware c'f this
probiem hom papen grven in the first symposiurn. The data presented are from collected
on Apollo tt ana tZ missions and the Apollo 12 work is referred to as "preliminary",
This ippears when work on Apollo 14 material has already been published elsewhere.

tyu*J**""
"RATIO CORRELATION, A Manual for Students of Petrology *4 C'.eo$u^ryltry'', bf
Felix Chaya. University of C'hi"ago Press, (19?l), i-viii ; 1-99pp. $6.00 cloth' $2.25 paper'

Most petrologists and geochemists manipulate percentage (or ppp) data, looking
for signifiJant associations,-Frequently such manipulations require the calculation of

ratios-such as MgO/(MgO + FeO), VRb, etc.; frequently scatter diagrams are plotted;

frequently norms-are'calculated. This bmk is concerned with the algebraic.consequences
of irch manipulations, and the algebraic (artificial, spurious) correlations they engender
and which impede the discernment of true relationships.
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llapter,l -presents a survey of the general algebraic characters of geochemical
variables, including closure restraints, tlreir generation of illusory ratio corre"lations and
the mncept of .the orpected nutl uali corr-elatian (generated by the transformation of
the parent.variables) a5 the appropriate model for statistical testing of measrrred cor_
relations. A 

"r1191:s 
lapse occurs on p. 8, line l, where the authJr erroneously (see

Relerence, pj -545) includes reciprocals and ratios among linear combinntinns of the
parent variable vector [X] : this mistalce also occurs in other places in the boolc A
cloling- note which explains the algebraic exparuion of a ratio as a power series is
seriousJy marred by the introduction of a deviation I nowhere defined: since this
symbol is of considerable- significance later t-he reader must divinre ir meaning. [rci-
dentally the last paragraph of p, Z is surely out of sequence.

In- chapter 2 the KR Pearson general equation for the (approximate) null correla-
tion of ratios derived from rmcorrelated variables is present ,rtd' its i-pli.ations exam-
ine{ Jariogs interesring consequenc€s are derived inciuding the following: 1a; that the
copfrcient of variation of a ratio c is the square root of thJ su,m 

"i 
rq"rtlr i the coeffi-

cients of variation of numerator and denominator \/ (cL2 + c22) (foi rmcorrelated.
v.arialles) ; (b) that the formation of rarios from closed varlabhs id-p"rtir l nullifies
the closure:onstraulr; (c).that correlation of Xr/Xz with X1, when'X1 ,rrd X, h"u"
strong positive crorrelation (e.g. VRb with K) may be eithei'positive oi negative.

- Chapter 3 extends the discussion to correlation between ratios where one or both
denominators are the sum of two variables, including the case of correlations in ternary
diagrams.

Application of the results of these two chapters requires further development for
variables which are propor,tiogrs forming a closed 

"o"y. 
rhi. begins in ihapter 4,

..lq:Tq^yi+ a summary of Chayes, well-known earliei paper (!.-Geophgs. nes., eS,
418-5-4193' 1960), It conrinues in Chapter 5 and 6, where-the estimation i the means
an{,v3rigncg of the hypothetical (and perhaps illusory) uncorrelated open variables is
tackled' leading to ar empirical procedure fo'r estimating closure.generated covariances
suitable lor cases involving at least four variables.

- chapter 7 extends the preceding discussion of correlation to regression and to
redu'ced major axis analysis.

In Chapter 8 an attempt is made to free geochemical variables from closure.generated
correlation for construction of ,variation diagrams of the Niggli type. The alge[raic im-
plications.a{e clearly developed. Adequate tests of the proceli*" can seldom ie realised,
so its usefulness remains uncertain. The book closes with an analysis (chapter g) oi
Harker diagrams directed to the same ends, with an exploration of the implicatio; of
negative variances in the open variables on which the oxlde variables are 

-theoretically

P**d. Th* two chapters may nevertheless lead researchers to one of the aims of thl
fot' w$cn is to. "stop talking a great deal of norxense about petrographic variation
diagrams" (p. viii).

- - . Th" typescript is generally clear and free lrom errors (N,; in line ?, p. T7 should be
N1) bqt in some places (eg. p. 63) the abundant algebraic statements'c;uld have been
more elegantly spaced. There is no index but this iJ hardly a drawback.

Rea{eq of Dr. chayes' articles have come to admire his writing, which combines
tgT". 

"trg 
rigorous analysis with incisivq but idiomatig prose, ThJ-latter survives in

this book, but is too much subordinated to the analytical'discussion for this slim volume
to serve as a texl book. It will be an extremely useful "prerequisite for... careers of
.T"rgh.tp geochemistry" (p. viii; - and for that matter in biology, psychology and
other fields where nurnerical data must be interpreted. But it is to.-i.6rtri.t{ in- scope
and didactic presentation, in-.spite of numerou5 examples for the reader to evaluate, io
constitute a course tqrt. It will most serve scientists wiih sorne statistical background and
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who already follow Chayes' contributions to mathematical petrography. Non-petro-
graphers wiil flnd the fini seven chapters more valuable than the last two.

orTfu,Y; t^"
Refermce
The International Dictionary of Applied Mathematics, 1960. Van Nostrand Co- tnc.

Princeton, U.SA, pp. 1-1173.

coBALT : AN INDUSTRY ANALYS$ by lames c. Burrows, Heath Lorington Books,

Massachusetts, xiv, 218 pp., (1971), $25.00 US.
The boof is based o" r 

"t"ay 
originally performed by the author for Charles River

associates Incorporated, under contract to 
-t-he 

General Services Administration of the

U.S. Governmuttt. fn"-m"t is the first in a series of studies of the minerals industries

by 
'Ch"rle" 

River Associates, performed under the G.S.A. conUact The text may be

bioadly divided irro two paru-: (i) A quantitative and descriptive gd :- Chapter 1,

Introduction; Chapter 2,trtmary 
'Produciion 

of Cobalt; Chapter 4 leqndary Reovery

and Stocks.t Cot"tt;'Chapter 5, Governrnent Policy; Chapter I Strucnre of the

Cobalt Industry; Chapter 7, Price History, and (ii) An econometric anabrtical p4! -
Chapter 3, C,onsmrption ol Colntt; Cliapter 8, Price Determination in the Cobalt

Markel
The strengdr of the book lies in the latter two chapters. In Chapter 3, 

"econometric
estimats of thle demand for cobalt in nine end uses are developed. The author leads in

;tth; opi"n"tio" o,f techniques and derivation of formulae and places much efrort

in examinirlg the results obtained from the regression analyses. Similarly in Chapter 8,

the author pt"s*t" a vrell-reasoned set of hypotheses and analyzes tlre mathematical
ntr 

"f 
th" price analysis. The presentation of the data in the Chapter is considerably

enhanced by the graphs and references to them.
the qualitati"e and industry analysis parts of the book, which fogr- arr important

basis for tle mathematical treatment, display some weakness. A lack of close familiarity

with the indr.utry will be discemed by the minerals specialist, The author attempls -to
r""Lu 

"p 
tttit t""t of familiarity by drawing ortensively on reference sor:rces and by

detailed annotation of sources. itlo*"uu." the text all too olten is a series of extracts

from sources and tends io indicate iniufrcient direct industry follow-up and i4ter-

viewing'.
Hlving dweloped the mnsumption and price models the author states (qn page 180)

that "simulati.o oi tlu above model (price) to yield forecasts of the cobalt market,are

;"y""e A; soope of the analysis of t6ls U"of'. The bmk ends rather abruptly on hil

note. The econimetrician -"y bu satisfied that a detailed analysis had been performed

anil the market performance 
-understood. 

The minerals specialist m?y le4ain somewhat

unmnvinced by the exercise. Having.spotted some weaknesses in the industry analysig,

anil possibly having had .o-u ptoblu-s with the econometric analysb the minerals

t Examples of this may be cited as follows : The stripping ratio is not -an adeqmte
proof of ** or"rnt of ca-pital intensivity of a mining operation (page 18_). A 1965

i"ference is cited which makes general reference to the Torco process and open pi!

;furiltby Rhokana Corporatior{and an uniderrtified (in time pd_place) lon4age_ of

cobalt-bearing ore is meirtioned-(page 28). "Cobalt prodYrtlo+ !y IoP, Falconbridgg

ancl Shenit-dordon is apparently strictly a by-product of nickel production" - is a

rather vague phrase (pagJ30). the author, in discr:ssing the limited data available on

the cobali bearing ores in Canada, des not make it clear whether he checked primary

sources ol data and whether the data was limited to him or wit&in the Companies
concerned. He crcncludes that the limited data available "illustrates the relative unim-
portance (to the Canadian producers) of cobalt production". (page 3l). There is no

atternpt made at analyzing the Commrmist production and trends.
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specjahst will tend to look for an econometric forecast accompanied by a reasoned
anqlysis,- as a lest of insight of the market. The minerals specialist will share with the
autlror the problem of forecasting technological changes and the impact of lateritic nickel
development (to cite two) but will' tend to seek an- interpretation of these uncertainties
within a reasmed range of probability.

The bmk rs a contribution to the field of Mineral Emnomics in that a very
thorougfr attempt has been made in examining the trends in a particular mineral
commodity. The reasoning of the hypotheses on pricing stratery are parricularly in-
teresting. A less exparqve_ publication would be quite acceptable and would rmdoubtedly
receive a broader readership. It could be noted that the original studies in this series
are available to the public from the Clearinghouse for Federal Scientific and. Technical
Inforrnation_ u.S, Dept, of C.omnrercg at a corxiderably lower cost than the list price
for this book.

Andral !. Freymnn
Consulting Mineral Economist
Toronto, Antarh

INTRODUCTORY PETROGRAPITY oF Foss[s by Atan stanlev Horowitz and. paul

!!w^in P-o-t-ter, Springer-Verlag New-York, Heidelberg, Berlin, (lg7i), g6 pages, 1@ pl.,
28 fie., $28.40 US.

This book is directed at the sedimentary petrologists and stratigraphers who en-
cormter fossils, not as biological entities, but as shells and bits contributing to the
composition o{ sedimerrtary carbonate rocks. tn deference to their avowed audiencg the
authors have avoidad the excessive use o,f paleontological terminology and systematics,
and have idemified and described a great variery of fossil formJ-and structures as
simply as pcssible. This approach also saves the professional paleontologist the lalour
oI referring to {rstX tomes for the classification of obscure, rmfamiliar taxa- This book is
thus doubly useful to layman and professional alike.

The volume is divided into two main portioru - g4 pages of text, and 100 black
and white plates. The text comprises the first three chapters : Introduction; Getting
started in C,arbonate Petrography: Methodology and Applications; and Identification J
Biotic constituents. The Introduction - of one page - needs no cpmment; the
second chapter, however, provides an excellent discussion on the historical development
of carbonate petrography from Henry sorby, founder of carbonate penography in- t85t,
to the latest contribrrtions of Folk, and Friedman. Chapter Z also includes att-"rrnot"tud
list of the foundation papers in the fields of limestone carbonates. These references a-re
aTanee{ chronologically, a departure from the usual alphabetical order, but one which
allows the reader to find quickly a.nd easily the most recerrt refererrce in his field of
interest. Textural componenq framework, grains, and classification of carbonate rocks
are briefly reviewed, along with an outline of the models and cycles associated with
carbonate depositlon- Althotrgh the, topics mentioned above are treated briefly, the
reader is SLud€d by nutnerous cited references to the most recent literatwe on-each
subject, and to the plates of chapter 4 which illustrate the textural mmponents and
frarnework grains Dolomites and dolomitic textures are deliberatelv excluded from this
discussion of carbonate petrography.

The third chapter provides reference material for the identification of numerous
fossil groups that occur in limestones. Key identification characteristics are outlined for
18 major fossil _groups from tintinnines, radiolarians, and foraminifers to vertebrates,
wood, faecal pelleq and calcareous algae. The format for iliscussion of ea& fossii
gloup is - skeletal architecture, skeletal microstructure, Distribution, and comparisons.
"Skeletal architecture" crcmprises the salient calcareous morphology o,f the group, gross
shape and the usual lorms taken by skeletal particles derived from the paticulir fossit
group. Few of the fossil groups are illustrated, but the reader is .eferred- to a selection
o{ the most recent texts or references that provide comprehensive treafinent, with illus-
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trations, of the group. Detailed mictostructure and mineralogy of each-fossil group are
discussi under ihe heading "skeletal microstructure". This section provides cprxiderable
optical and mineralogical data on the fossil groups t-hat is not readily available tn any
oiher single refer"nce. Rderences are provided to more comprehensive microstructural
treatmen; of each group, and in addiiiorU an annotated list of the major microfacies
rncnographs is appended at the end of the chapter.

11tu-topi" ---"Distribution - summarizes the known stratigraphic r-ange and gm-
graphic distribution of the fossil group. This topic receives comparativ+ bld treammt

"nd- 
**es only to 'orognd ouC' the general geological setting of the fossil group. The

final topic - "Comparisons" - ofiers a valuable guide to the identification of fossil
glog-ents by briefly aus.rili"g similarities and differerrces of fossil groups thqt might be
*ntorea. M-any fosiil groups closely resemble each other in microstructure and only,witl
experience or precisely worded o<planations can one hope to di$ingUish b_etween thern.- 

The final-chapter is an excellent collection of 280 black and white photographs of
200 thin sections. The fust 63 plates illstrate the fossil groups discussed in the text;
the remaining are selections from carbonate rocts orf various ages. The arlthors note that
the plates rdpresent the best from some 1000 photomigograplry qf about 400 thin
setions. The photographs are of very fine quality, resolution is high, contrast is -uni-
formly good, 

"tta 
tfru magnifications ilrom ZO* to lOOx) such that_the cartonate fossil

fragdents aie easily viewed. Alt the featues of each fossil group discussed in the te:rt
arJ cbarly illustrated. The photographs alone make this text a valuable mntribution to
the study of fossil fragments in carbonate rocks.

A few final photographs included at the end crf this chapter are titled olpleasant

potpourri", "good goulash", "satisfactory succotash", and "savory-stev/'. These were
ob*owly'irrtended for the limestone gourmet, but they provide food for thought to
anyone interested in carbonate petrogaphy.

R'G. Greggs
Kingston

MOON ROCKS AND MINERAIS by Alfred A. Leuinson and S. Ross Taglor, Pergamon
Press Inc., New Yor\ (1971), D2 pages. $11.50 US.

This book has mndensed-and simplified the scien'tific results of the investigation of
the lunar samples retwned by the Apollo 1l astronauts, previowly published in three
volunes as "Fr.oceedings of the Apollo 11 Lunar Science C,onference," a 2500 page
supplement of the journal Geochemica et Cosmochimica Acta.--The 

book is divided into 9 chapters, with 8 color plates, 111 figures or photos, 33
tables, a glossary of over 200 scientific terms, a guide for conveiting units to British-Us'
units, and a list of the chemical elements and their symbols.

Four broad subject areas of NASA research as covered in the Proceedings ar9
discussed : Mineralogy and Petrology, Chemical and Isotope Analysis, Bioscience and
Organic GeochemiSry" and Physical Properties and Measurements. The emphasis by the

""it*r 
on at rnderitanding of the Apollo II rocks is evident throughout the book with

discussioru on srrch topics as the significance of no biologic, organic matter in the
moon samples, the tentures of the rocks as mmpared to terrestrial rocks, and the impor-
tance of these rocks in urLtolding lunar history and origin

This book is an invaluable reference source for the professional, sttrdents, rock and
mineral crrllectors, and all those interested in lunar exploration, and a necessary and
welcomed addition to every municipal, institutional and technical library.

D.C. Horris
Ottawa


